
Saints Row is a series of third-person shooter 
action-adventure video games created by Volition and 
published by THQ and Deep Silver. The series takes 
place in the city of Stilwater, a large sandbox 
environment, and follows the 3rd Street Saints, a 
fictional street gang. As of September 2013, the series 
has had sales of over 13 million, making it one of the 
best-selling video game franchises of all time. 

Now, a reboot of the franchise titled Saints Row has been 
released. The reboot takes place in the fictional city of 
Santo Ileso in the American southwest, and follows a new 
gang, The Saints, as they attempt to take control of the 
city from the different gangs ruling it.

CUSTOMER STORY

Saints Row 
Becomes Self Made 
with AccelByte

Challenges

Due to the immense critical and commercial success of 
the Saints Row franchise, Volition needed to be prepared 
for anything. With this excitement comes many 
challenges that had to be addressed before launch
such as:

• Prepping Boss Factory – a service allowing fans and
newcomers a chance to develop their unique bosses
through personalization and customization

• Making sure the server can handle the load

• Successfully launching a public UGC service

• Iterating UGC features based on Saints Row

implementation and needs

• Fitting in web implementation and aligning it with the
game within a short amount of time

• Account linking

https://www.deepsilver.com/us/
https://saintsrow.com
https://saintsrow.com
https://www.dsvolition.com/
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Solutions Custom Website

AccelByte built a custom website for Saints Row to 
provide their players with news, a photo gallery, blog 
posts, videos, Boss Factory information, and more.

Custom Storage

The AccelByte custom storage solution and the use of 
cloud save help support curated content for Saint Row’s 
website including a curated gallery and a creator’s corner. 
The Storage service gives Volition the tools they need to 
store and manage player data. Player profiles can be 
configured to contain custom attributes unique to their 
game. The Cloud Save service keeps all game and player 
records in the cloud, so game data is at their fingertips 
wherever and whenever they need it.

In order to help them ship their game, AccelByte 
provides Volition with the following solutions. 

UGC

Volition’s impressive character customization with Boss 
Factory wouldn’t be possible without AccelByte’s User 
Generated Content (UGC) service. Using this service, 
the creator can upload and then manage their content 
with customizations ranging from weapons to voice 
options. Game Admins can also upload an official preset 
to be used by the creator to create their own content, 
manage user-generated content and channels, and view 
a list of creators for the game.

AccelByte implemented a basic content reporting and 
moderation system for Volition, allowing moderators
to review reported content manually. And, an auto-
moderation feature based on the amount of reported 
content so that Volition can view reports, remove the 
reported content, and discipline reported players.

Integrations

AccelByte built a custom C++ SDK for their game 
integration as well as a Generic Open ID connect 
account linking integration with their account system 
(Pros Account). Volition also makes use of a custom 
even-stream pipeline to their own custom service for 
their CRM tool data consolidation and their reward 
granting mechanism (Player gets bonus item when 
linking their Pros account to their 1st party account). The 
final result from this data pipeline and consolidation is for 
the reward granting system using the AccelByte cloud 
save service.

What’s more, AccelByte built OIDC integration to handle 
account linking with a Koch/Plaion account solution, 
allowing users to create and link their pros account with 
their Xbox, PS, Epic, or Stadia account.

https://docs.accelbyte.io/guides/engagement/ugc.html
https://docs.accelbyte.io/guides/engagement/ugc.html#moderating-reported-content-in-the-admin-portal
https://prismray.io/
https://bossfactory.saintsrow.com/
https://docs.accelbyte.io/guides/storage/storage-overview.html#frontmatter-title
https://docs.accelbyte.io/guides/storage/cloud-save.html
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Results

Volition partnered with AccelByte to help them ensure 
that, upon release, their game can handle the load. As 
our first UGC service public launch, we worked closely 
with Saints Row and did a series of stress tests before 
launch to ensure we met all of the game’s needs. The 
game and custom C++ SDK development itself started in 
August 2020 with web development beginning in early 
March of 2022. Using custom engineering efforts, we 
were also able to support web implementation and align 
it with the game. 

With our help, Volition was able to quickly deploy UGC, 
custom storage solutions, integrations, and more. This 
process gave Volition access to better data and better 
design, allowing them to understand player behavior and 
use it to drive game design decisions. Additionally, they 
are able to use player stats to drive gameplay which 
easily integrates with other services like Achievements, 
Rewards, and Matchmaking, giving players the 
opportunity to receive achievements or rewards.

Our partnership resulted in a simultaneous launch of 
Saints Row on Stadia, Epic Game Store, Xbox, PS,
and Steam. 

To learn more about AccelByte’s solutions

REQUEST A DEMO hello@accelbyte.io

https://accelbyte.io/request-a-demo/?&utm_source=website&utm_medium=customer_story&utm_campaign=splitgate
mailto:hello@accelbyte.io



